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i the Pr.oject Engineering DivisiOn of the Jet PrOpulsion
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ABSTRACT
Flux profiles der-ive_from.data returned by Pioneer
i0 during J:piter encounter form the basis for a-new set,of
numerical models fo_ the energy spectra of elect_ons and
protons in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere.
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INTRODUCTION
PluxeS of.energetidelectrons and p_otons in Jupiter's radiation
......... b_its, as measured by instruments aboard Pioneer lO in December 1973_ are
specified in several articles prepared in May 1974 and published in JournaZ
of Geophysical Research (i September 19G4_ refs. i-4). These fluxes repre-
sent more thorough and complete r_ductitNs of the data than the preliminary _
fluxes previously available. They include nine electron energy intervals
and four proton energy intervals_ and confirm important discrepancies in
the former below about i0 MeV. Based on the figures in these articles (and"
on new magnetic dipole pacameters for Jupiter_ ref. 5)_ it has been appro-
prlate to generate a new _et of numerical flux models fo_ the spacecraft-and
mfssion design purposes of the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 project.
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ELECTRONMODELS
Profiles of electron omnidirectional flux J- (in cm-2,_"l) are specified
>--_ MeV, in figure 14 .o_ ref 2 (UCSD)in figume 2 of r_f, 1 (UC) for energy Ee
for _er"> 0,16, 9 and 35 MeV, and in figure 13 of _mf. 3 (.UI)for Es_> o.og,
_ 0.55, 5, 21, and 31 MeV as _functions of tinge during the Pioneer i0 fly-by_for .
Jupiter. Using the magnetic dipole.specification (_D2)-.from ref, 5, the Pioneer i0
trajectory has been computed in magnetic coordinates (shell parameter L and
latitude _), and a _et of time_ has been cllosen which includes maxima and minima
in the flux profiles and equal values of L inbound and outbound, Flux values at
these times, Read from the profiles, have been tabulated and analysed for depen-
dences on L, _ and Ee; t'hey are consistent with independence of time and longi-
tude in this coordinate system.
i A form for the latitude dependence was chosen which is consistent with
. a pitch-angle distribution (in the magnetic equator) proportional to (_iJ__)m,
_; and values for m were determined by comparing the inbound and. outbound flux
I
points at equal values of L. Using m=4 for L < 6.5 and m=2 for L > 6.5_ the flux
data were adjusted to equatorial .(%=0) values. These adjusted data are. plotted-
as the points figures 1 through 4, as functions of L and E .
Figures 3 and 4_ in which.integral flux spectra are shown, ihdieate
that .some.of the data are inconsistent; for example, at L=3.1 the points which
repr@sent the flux J f6r E. > 0.16 MeY are below .those which repqesent J for
E > 3 MeV. These discrepancies were the motivation for the creation of two
-- numerical model_ for the electron fluxes.. The.high flux model is intended to
fit the UI and UC data for the four thresholds E > 0.06, 3, 21, and 31 MeV
e
(among which there are no discrepancies), as shown by the corresponding.upper
lines in figure i. The low flux model is intended to fit the UCSD data for
* To. facilitate comparisons among the figures, common scales are used through-
out, such that 2 cm represents one decade in flux J and energy E, and 1 cm
represents i Jupiter radius in L (except electron flux plots, where i cm re-
presents 2 Rj in L).
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the three _hresholds E > 0.i_, 9 and 35 MeV, as shown by the corresponding
lower lines in figure 2.. The high flux model specifies flux values very
s;[milal_ to those of the Pionee? l0 Workshop mod_l developed in February 1974.
The forlh used to _represent J, the integral, omnidigectional flux
-2 -i
(in cm s ) of particles with energy exceeding E, is
.... E2. [ ]
log J -_ C Bx + (B-DX)A2 _E _ + m (¢os ),)6.- _ log ...... • (1)
Here x ± 10g E for electron energy E = Ee in MeV and log J is linear in the
parameters B, C, Dj 8, and m, but not in A. Values for these parameters (all
constant or linear in L) are specified for both models in table i, yielding
values for log J which are also linear in L.,_within two segments broken at
L = 6.5. For E << A, eq.. (i) resembles a power.law spectrum (J = IoC/ES), and
fo_ E >>A, it resembles a.different power law spectrum (J= IoBeC/E_eD). The
corresponding differential flux j = -(dJ/dE) in cm-2s-iMeV -I is
J[! E2 2A2(ln lO)E2 ] (2)$ = _ + DA2. + E2-(B-Dx) (A2 + E2 2 . .
The parameter values in table i lead-to values for J and $ which are both
positive and continuous in .energy for all E>0_ within the region 2.85<L<15.
For Zhe low .flux model, in which data at only 3 energies were fitted,.para-
meter values were selected which minimize $ in the energy range 1 < E < 5 MeV.
- In those _ew regions where the low flux model flux exceeds the high one, the
smaller of the two fluxes should, be taken as the low flux model (the high one
stands).
These-electron models are plotted as functions of L and Ee in figures
i through 4, for comparison with the data and with.one another. Among the 128 .....
data points fitted for the high flux model, only 6 (corresponding numbers for
the low flux model are 79 and 5) differ from the model by more than a factor
two (0.3 in £0g J).
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Figure 4. Same as figure 3, for four outer values of L.
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PROTONMODELS
i_oflZes of.protor, omnidir.ectlonal flux ,I (in cm'2s "l) are._p_cified
in figure 2of ref. 1 (uc) for energy _p _ 35 MQV, i_ figure 15 of ref. 2
(UCSD) fo_ E > 80 MeV, and in figure 1.7of ref..4 (C_SPC) for i.i < _ < 2,15
p P
and 14.8 < _p <-21..2 M_V a9 functions o_ time during the Pioneer i0 fly-by of_ -
Jupiter. Data _rom these profiles, processed and adjusted as for the electrons
(but using latitude exponents m=S for L < 6 and m=4 for L > 6), are plotted as
the points in figures 5 through 7, as functions of L and Ep. There are no
major spectral discrepancies among these data, so that a single model is appro-
priate.
Forms identical to those used for the electrons (eq. 1 and 2) have
been used to describe the proton spectra. The fitting procedure for the pro,
tons was more cumbersome than for the electrons because two of the four flux
profiles represent interval rather than integral values for J, Values for the
' parameter_ A, B, C_ D, B_ and m are specified in table i_ and the models are
i
plotted as the lines in figures 5 through 7. In figures 6 and 7, the horizon-
i tal line segments represent the intervalJ values predicted by the model_ for
i comparison with the corresponding interval data points. As for the electrons
i
" both J and jame positive and continuous in energy for. all E > 0. (.forL > 2.85),!
L
!: and £Og J is linear in L within three segments (L < 3.4_ 3.4 < L < 6..0,and
_' 6.0.< L.). Among the.70.data points fitted, only one (inbound L_6.5 for
I i.i < E <2.15) differs from the model by-more than a factor two (0.3 in £0g J).
P
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